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The Topic: Unit 1 worksheet 

Teacher’s Name: Ahmad Alshatti                                                                             

Phone Number: 0791943248 

Student’s Name: ………………………………………………………..…………………………….. 

Reading 

( 1 ) the history of computers 

When you are using a computer, think about the technology that is needed for it to work. People have been using types 

of computers for thousands of years. A metal machine was found on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 

years old. It is believed that this was the first ever computer. In the 1940s, technology had developed enough for inventors 

to make the first generation of modern computers; one such model was so large that it needed a room that was 167 square 

meters to accommodate it. During that decade, scientists in England developed the first computer program. It took 25 minutes 

to complete one calculation. In 1958 CE, the computer chip was developed. The first computer game was produced in 

1962CE, followed two years later by the computer mouse. In 1971 CE, the floppy disk was invented, which meant that 

information could be shared between computers. The first PC (personal computer) was produced in 1974CE, so people 

could buy computers to use at home. In 1983 CE, people could buy a laptop for the first time. Then, in 1990 CE, the 

British scientist Tim Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web. It was not until 2007 CE that the first Smartphone 

appeared. Today most people used their mobile phones every day. What will happen in the future? You can already 

buy watches which can do the same as mobile phones. Scientists have also developed glasses that are capable of doing 

even more than this. Life is going to see further changes in computer technology. It is likely that all aspects of everyday 

life will rely on a computer program, from how we travel to how our homes are heated. 

1- Mention the period which was the first generation of modern computers made in. 

2- How long did it take to complete one calculation by using a computer program? 

3- Quote the sentence which shows the benefit of inventing the. disk floppy. 

4- Who developed the World Wide Web? 

5- The writer specifies two aspects of everyday life that will depend on technology in the future. Write them down. 

6- According to the text, when you use a computer, what should you think about? 

7- Many inventions in the period 1971-1990 are mentioned in the text, write three of them. 

8- When was the computer mouse made? 

9- Quote the sentence showing that the first computer was found on the sea floor in Greece. 

10- Quote a sentence that shows that people can afford to buy laptops. 

11- Quote a sentence that shows that people will depend their lives on a computer program in the future. 

12- Write the sentence indicating that the mouse was invented direct after the first computer game. 

13- Find a word in the text which means ( a computer that it is used by one person at a time  ) 

14- Find a word in the text which means ( an information system known as the internet  ) 

15- What does the underlined pronoun ( it ) refer to? 

16- What does the underlined pronoun (that ) refer to? 
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( 2 ) using technology in class 

Young people love learning, but they like learning even more if they are presented with information in an interesting 

and challenging way. Here are some ideas: Many classrooms now use a whiteboard as a computer screen. As a 

consequence, teachers can show websites on the board in front of the class. Teachers can then use the internet to show 

educational programs ,play educational games, music, recordings of languages, and so on. In some countries, tablet 

computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore, students can use the tablets to do tasks such as showing 

photographs, researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Tablet is ideal for pair in group 

work. Teachers can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog (an online diary). Either about their own lives or as 

if they were someone famous. They can also create a website, so for examples they can post work, photos and 

messages. Most young people communicate through social media by which they send each other photos and messages 

via the internet. Some students like to send messages that are under 140 letters for anyone to read. Teachers can ask 

students to summarize information about what they have learnt in class in the same way. If students learn to summarize 

quickly, they will be able to use this skill in the future. Students often use computers at home if they have them. 

Students can use social media on their computers to help them with their studies, including asking other student to 

check and compare their work, asking questions and sharing ideas. The teacher must be part of the group, too, to 

monitor what is happening. 

1- Why should the teacher be part of the group? 

2- What would happen if students learned to summarize quickly? 

3- According to the text, students can use tablets to perform many tasks, name three of them. 

4- If the students create websites, they will do some things, what are the things they will do. 

5- According to the text, young people love learning, but they love it more if it is presented to them in different ways, 

write them down. 

6- Why do students use social media on their computers? 

7- What does a whiteboard look like? 

8- Quote the sentence showing that in some countries computer tablets are available in classrooms. 

9- Quote the sentence that shows that young people communicate with each other by the Internet. 

10- Quote the sentence which shows that many classrooms are now using a whiteboard. 

11- Quote the sentence which shows that messages have limited number of letters. 

12- Find a word in the text which means ( find information especially on a computer) 

13- What does the underlined pronoun ( they ) refer to? 

14- Teachers can ask their students to start writing a blog about two purposes. Mention them. 

15- Mention the advantage of creating a website for the classroom. 
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( 3 ) the internet of things 

Everyone knows that the internet connects people, but now it does more than that – it connects objects, too. These  

days, computers often communicate with each other, for example, your TV automatically downloads your favorite TV 

show, or your 'sat nav' system tells you where you are. This is known as the 'Internet of Things', and there's a lot more 

to come. In just a few years' time, experts say that billions of machines, will be connected to each other and to the 

internet. As a consequence, computers will increasingly run our lives for us. For example, your fridge will know when 

you need more milk and add it to your online shopping list, your windows will close if it is likely to rain; your watch 

will record your heart rate and email your doctor; and your sofa will tell you when you need to stand up and get some 

exercise! Many people are excited about the 'Internet of Things'. For them, a dream is coming true. They say that our 

lives will be easier and more comfortable. However, others are not so sure. They want to keep control of their own 

lives and their own things. In addition, they wonder what would happen if criminals managed to access their passwords 

and security settings. The dream could easily become a nightmare! 

1- What does “sat nav” system . mean? 

2- According to the text, the internet connects two things, what are they? 

3- Computers will increasingly run our lives in the future. Give two examples from the text. 

4- Quote the sentence which indicates to the result of the connection between machines and the internet. 

5- Quote the sentence that turns out most people say that life will be difficult and uncomfortable around the Internet of 

Things. 

6- Most people are not satisfied with 'Internet of Things' because criminals would easily have stolen some things, 

mention two of them 

7- Many people are excited about the Internet of Things, but there are two points of view for each, to mention them. 

8- According to the text, what task will the window do? 

9- According to the text, what task will the fridge do? 

10- According to the text, what task will the watch and the Sofa do? 

11- What would happen if criminals link to passwords and security settings 

12- Find a word in the text which means ( find information especially on a computer) 

13- What does the underlined pronoun ( they ) refer to? 

14- What does the underlined pronoun ( others ) refer to? 
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Grammar 

( 1 ) All Tenses 

1- My family_____________ a trip you Europe every year. 

A. Plans                            B. was being planned                           C. Will plan                                  D. is planning  

2- According to Kate’s schedule, she______________ her business partner next Tuesday. 

A. Would be met              B. will be met                                       C. was going to met                  D. is going to met 

3- While my father_____________ a book, our neighbor came to visit us. 

A. Is read                            B. reads                                               C. was reading                          D. is being read 

4- My uncle_________________ working at the company for five years when he got a promotion.  

A. Is                                    B. have been                                         C. had been                             D. will be 

5- I ___________ with my brother at the time being. 

A. Live                               B. am living                                           C. have lived                           D. will have 

6- Nawal_____________ playing the piano since was young. 

A. Learned                          B. has learned                                       C. was learning                        D. had learned 

7- My father usually_________________ lunch at work. 

A. Takes                             B.is taking                                              C. will take                              D. has taken          

8- The police ____________ the criminal after he had disappeared for a long time. 

A. Had caught                    B. caught                                                C. have caught                         D. had been caught 

9- My mother______________ next month. 

A. Retires                           B. will retire                                         C. is going to retire                    D. will be retiring  

10- Nabeel saw the accident as he ________________ for the bus. 

A. Waited                           B. was waiting                                      C. has been waiting                      D. had waited 

11- We ____________in smart houses in ten years time from now.  

A. Will live                         B. will be living                                   C. are going to live              D. will have lived 

12- I think people______________ more smart phones in the future. 

A. Buy                                   B. are  going to buy                          C. will buy                           D. will have bought  

13- My father worked in a company after he_________________ from the army. 

A. Retires                                  B. retired                                     C. had retired                           D. was going to retire  

14- Hadeel met on old friend while she______________. 

A. Shopped                              B. were shopping                       C. was shopping                   D. had been shopping 

15- Look at the black sky! It______________________ soon. 

A. Rains                                   B. will rain                                 C. is going to rain                       D. will be raining  

16- During the early 2000s, people_______________ phones in different colours. 

A. Bought                                B. buy                                         C. have bought                               D. has bought 
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17- I _______________ an email when my laptop switched itself off. 

A. Wrote                                  B. was writing                             C. had written                               D. has written 

18- In 2010 CE, the first tablet computer_________________. 

A. Produced                             B. was producing                       C. had produced                            D has produced 

19- Jamal is very tired. He _________________ all night. 

A. Is studying                          B. have been studying              C. had been studying                   D. has been studying 

20- Adel hurt himself while he_____________________. 

A. Works                                 B. has worked                            C. has been working                     D. was working 

( 2 ) Reported speech 

1- “your job is to take care of the birds when we leave away.” 

-Mother told me_________________________________________________________________. 

2-“ I watched an interesting movie last night.” 

-Tareq said__________________________________________________________________. 

3-“We were living in Aqaba then” 

-Hanan said_________________________________________________________________. 

4-“ I am not busy tonight.” 

-Rashed said________________________________________________________________. 

5-“ my father is an engineer.” 

-Huda said__________________________________________________________________. 

6-“The exam was long and difficult.” 

-Rawan told me______________________________________________________________. 

7-“You should study hard for your exam.” 

-My teacher told me__________________________________________________________. 

8-“ don’t waste your time.” 

-My father told me___________________________________________________________. 

9-“I’ll give you a present if you did well in your exams.” 

-My mother said_____________________________________________________________. 

10-“ many computers have filters which stop people seeing certain websites.” 

-He said that________________________________________________________________. 

11-“ if they share information on social media with their friends.” 

-He said that_______________________________________________________________. 

12-“ on social media, you should only connect to people you know well.” 

-Ali told Salma_______________________________________________________________. 
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13-“ later we will give you, our dear listeners, information about websites where you can find more advice on internet 

safety.” 

-He said that_______________________________________________________________. 

14-“I used to teach physical at university.” 

-Sana said___________________________________________________________________. 

15-“ your exam will be next Sunday.” 

-Our teacher told_____________________________________________________________. 

16- “I will go to Spain to watch the match”. 

Salma told me that____________________________________________________________. 

17- “I do not want to be weak I sleep my colleagues”. 

My brother said that___________________________________________________________. 

18- “I did to the park with the students”. 

The teacher told us that_________________________________________________________. 

19- “I am writing a lot of questions now, a week ago I showed some samples to my colleague, here is one of them”. 

The professor said that_________________________________________________________________________. 

20- " I went to the theatre with my friends." 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A. Ibrahim said that he had gone to the theatre with his friends. 

B. Ibrahim said that he have gone to the theatre with my friends. 

C. Ibrahim said that he went to the theatre with her friends. 

D. Ibrahim said that he has gone to the theatre with his friends. 

21- We are visiting the museum today" 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A. Marwan said that they are visiting the museum that day. 

B. Marwan said that they were visiting the museum this day. 

C. Marwan said that they were visiting the museum that day. 

D. Marwan said that they are visiting the museum today. 

22- " I ‘d already been living in London for five years. " 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A. My friend said that he has already been living in London for five years. 

B. My friend said that he had already been living in London for five years. 

C. My friend said that he had already lived in London for five years. 

D. My friend said that he had already been lived in London for five years. 
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23" I visit my grandparents this morning. " 

The correct reported speech of the sentence above is: 

A. Huda said that she visited my grandparents this morning. 

B. Huda said that she had visited her grandparents this morning. 

C. Huda said that she visited my grandparents that morning. 

D. Huda said that she visited her grandparents that morning. 

( 3 ) Passive voice 

1-My parents have saved enough money to fund our university courses.  

-Enough money______________________________________________________________. 

2-Safwan usually discharges my laptop.  

-My laptop__________________________________________________________________. 

3-We have to change our educational strategy into more creative one. 

-Our educational strategy______________________________________________________. 

4-Many people don’t read paper works anymore. 

-Paper works________________________________________________________________. 

5-The secretary has announced the results. 

-The results_________________________________________________________________. 

6-Information technology has changed our lives a lot. 

-Our lives___________________________________________________________________. 

7- All the reservations ........................by the wedding planners last week. 

A. are made                             B. were made                        C. have made                  D.  has been made  

8- Many new parks ……………..in my town last year. 

A.  was built                            B.  were built                         C. would built                D. have built  

9- Three of my articles …………….last month in the local newspaper. 

A.  have published                   B. has been published            C. will be published       D. were published  

10- The competition ………………..every year .  

A.  are held                               B. were held                           C.  is held                     D.  was held  

11- The hard workers ……………..by the manager of the company yesterday. 

A.  rewarded                              B. have rewarded                   C. were rewarded           D. has rewarded  

12- Many accidents ..............…… by dangerous driving every day. 

A. was caused                          B.  is caused                             C.  are caused                  D.  were caused  

13- Our house …....................…. in 2009. 

A. is built                                B.  are built                                C. were built                    D. was built  

14- A lot of money …............ in the project since 2002 by the government. 
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A.  are spent                            B.  has been spent                       C. have been spent          D.  is spent 

14- By 2025 our public transport system ……........................  

A.  will have been changed             B.  have been changed       C.  has been changed        D.  had been changed 

( 4 ) The causative 

1-I had my car_______________ last week. ( repair ) 

2-I will have my house_____________ next Saturday. ( paint ) 

3-I went to the dentist to have my tooth________________. ( remove ) 

4-My friend has his mobile_____________. ( fix ) 

5-We have these trees_________________ last year. ( plant ) 

6- I asked someone to bring me some food because I was hungry. 

I________________________________________________________________________. 

7- I will ask Sami to help me with the project because he needs some engineers. 

I________________________________________________________________________. 

8- I asked my mother to cook Mansaf next Wednesday. 

I________________________________________________________________________. 

I asked the manager to give me an extra salary. 

I________________________________________________________________________. 

9- I asked someone to fix my computer. 

I_____________________________________________________________________. 

( 5 ) Necessity and Obligation 

1-It is necessary to stop at the red light.  

You______________________________________________________________________. 

2-It is not allowed to go to the bathroom between the lessons. 

You ______________________________________________________________________. 

3-I advise you to take care of your teeth. 

You______________________________________________________________________. 

4-It is not necessary to come by car to school. 

You______________________________________________________________________. 

5-It is not allowed to eat in the class. 

You______________________________________________________________________. 

6-It isn’t necessary to switch off the screen. 

You____________________________________________________________________. 

7-You are not allowed to touch this machine. 

You____________________________________________________________________. 
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( 6 ) Rewriting the past perfect using ( before and after ) 

1-Mohammad checked his emails, and then he started work. 

Before__________________________________________________________________. 

After____________________________________________________________________. 

2-Khaled went to the game very fighting game ،and then he lost the game because the team was afraid of the opposing 

team. 

After____________________________________________________________________. 

Before___________________________________________________________________. 

3-Rahma ate a quick meal from the restaurant, and then she was poisoned and went to the hospital. 

Before_____________________________________________________________________. 

After______________________________________________________________________. 

4-Rahma poisoned and went to the hospital, and then she ate a quick meal from the restaurant. 

After______________________________________________________________________. 

Before ____________________________________________________________________. 

5- Sadeen went to the car, and then she saw the glass broken in the morning. 

After____________________________________________________________________________________ . 

Before____________________________________________________________________________________. 

6- Before Tala went to Britain to study medicine, she had taken three English courses in the British council. 

- _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7- Before Mohammad bought his new bike, he had saved enough money. 

- _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8- After Khaled had gone to the car, he saw the glass broken in the morning. 

- _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

9- After Tala had taken three English courses in the British council, she went to Britain to study medicine. 

- _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

10-After Khaled had gone to the game very fighting game،, and then he lost the game because the team was afraid of 

the opposing team. The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

A. Khaled  have went to the game very fighting game ،and then he lost the game because the team was afraid of the 

opposing team. 

B. Khaled went to the game very fighting game ،and then he has lost the game because the team was afraid of the 

opposing team. 

C. Khaled went to the game very fighting game ،and then he lost the game because the team was afraid of the opposing 

team. 

D. Khaled had went to the game very fighting game ،and then he lost the game because the team was afraid of the 

opposing team. 
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11- Before Adel went to school and was sick, he had taken the English exam late for his classmates.                          

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is : 

A. Adel had took the English exam late for his classmates, and then he was went to school and was sick. 

B. Adel took the English exam late for his classmates, and then he went to school and was sick. 

C. Adel had took the English exam late for his classmates, and then he had went to school and was sick. 

D. Adel took the English exam late for his classmates, and then he have went to school and was sick. 

Vocabulary 

1-  do you like_____________ at the weekend? 

A. Do                                 B. doing                                            C. does                                     D. done 

2- What kind of literature do you enjoy______________ ? 

A. Read                             B. reading                                         C. to read                                  D. is reading 

3- You must remember how _______________ this next time. 

A. Do                                B. to do                                             C. doing                                    D. did 

4- Would you prefer_________________ a book or____________ a story. 

A. Read/write                   B. to read/ to write                            C. reading/ writing                    D. read/written  

5- Mobile phones_______________ in the twentieth century. 

A. Invented                      B. are invented                                   C. were invented                      D. had been invented  

6- To know_________________ dangers of the internet.                                                 ( with, on, about, in ) 

7- To fill___________________ a form.                                                                           ( with, on, about, in ) 

8- To turn__________________ privacy settings.                                                            ( with, on, about, in ) 

9- To give__________________ personal information.                                                    ( with, about, out, on ) 

10- To connect_______________ people on the internet.                                                 ( with, about, out, on ) 

11- You have to know______________ dangers of the internet.                                      ( with, about, out, on ) 

12- This application enables you to connect_______________ people on the internet.   ( with, about, out, on ) 

13- Don’t turn________________ privacy setting online.                                               ( with, about, out, on ) 

14-Never give________________ personal information for unknown sources.              ( with, about, out, on ) 

15- You need to fill______________ a form for subscription.                                         ( with, on, about, in ) 

16- Although they are pocket-sized,_______________ s are powerful computers as well as phones. 

A. Program                      B.   smartphone                        C.   blog                           D. calculation          

17- My brother is learning how to write computer____________ s . 

A. Program                      B.   smartphone                        C.   blog                           D. calculation          

18- I need to make a few______________ s before I decide how much to spend. 

A. Program                      B.   smartphone                        C.   blog                           D. calculation          

19- Mobile phones used to be huge, early _____________ s were as big as bricks. 

A. model                           B.  smartphone                        C.  blog                           D.  laptop               

20- I can close the lid of my_______________ and then put it in my bag. 

A. model                           B.  smartphone                        C.  blog                           D.  laptop               

21- Modern computers can run a lot of_______________ at the same time. 

A. programs                      B. invented                        C.  tablet                               D.  mouse 
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22- You can move  around the computer screen using a____________________. 

A. programs                       B. invented                        C.  tablet                              D.  mouse 

23- From 1990 CE to 2000 CE was a___________________. 

A. Keyboard                       B. decade                            C.  programs                       D. invented                

24- A ___________________ doesn’t need a keyboard. 

A. decade                            B. programs                         C.  invented                       D.   tablet                

25- The television was first ________________ by John Logie Baird . 

A. decade                            B. programs                          C.  invented                       D.  tablet                

26- Students need to________________ ideas with each other to improve their group work in the class. 

A. send                               B.  share                               C.  give                             D.  created 

27- We have _______________ a new website about the activities and regulations of our school . 

A. send                                B.  share           .                 C.  give                              D. created 

28- We asked Mr Radhi to ____________ a talk  about the advantages of the internet. 

A. send                                 B.  share                           C.  give                               D.  created 

29- Applicant should ________________  two photos along with their documents. 

A. send                                B.   share                            C.  give                              D.   created 

30- Hadeel had to__________________ information about her school project. 

A. Monitor                            B.  research                        C.  contribute                    D.   send             

31- A lot of students ____________ to the new school website. 

A. Monitor                            B.   research                      C.   contribute                    D.    send             
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Writing  

1- If students learn to _____________ quickly_________ they will be able to use this skill in the future. 

A. Summarize / ,                         B. Summarise / :                            C. Summarice / .                  D. Summariez / ? 

2- As a result_________ students can then share information and help each other with tasks. 

A. :                                              B. ?                                                 C. ,                                         D. ! 

3- If you had this type of lesson_____ the students would be very ________. 

A. , / ecscited                              B. , / excited                                   C. ! / ekcited                        D.      .  / eccited 

4- Teachers can ask students to email what they have learnt to students of a ______ age at another school_____ They 

could even email students in another country____ 

A. Similar / , / .              B. Similar / . / ?                       C. Similar / . / !               D. Similar / . / . 

5- Emails __________ are very useful in the classroom______ Teachers can ask students to email what they have 

learnt to students of  at another school. 

A. exchanges / .   B. exchankhes / .                             C.  exchanjes / .                 D. exchancues / .  

6- Life is going to see further changes in computer technology. It is likely that all aspects of everyday life will rely on 

a  computer _________. 

A. Projram                                  B.  prodram                                      C. proqram                         D. program 

7- During that ___________, scientists in England developed the first computer program.  

A. Dekade                                  B. deqade                                          C. desade                            D. decade 

8- A metal _______ was found on the seabed in Greece that was more than 2,000 years old______ It is believed that 

this was the first ever computer____ 

A. Machine / ? / .                      B. Machine / , / .                               C. Machine / . / .                  D. Machine / . / , 

9- The first _____________ computer was produced in 1974CE_____ so people could buy computers to use at home 

A. Personal / ,                           B. Personal / ?                                  C. Personal / :                       D. Personal / ; 

10- In addition________ they wonder what would happen if criminals managed to access their passwords and ______ 

settings. 

A. , / sekurity                         B. , / sequrity                                          C. , / security                     D. , / secyrity 

11- For example____ your fridge will know when you need more milk and add it to your _______ shopping list 

A. , / onlaine                         B.  , / onlyine                                           C. , / online                       D. ? / online 

 

The End 

Good luck 

T. Ahmad E. Alshatti 

0791943248 
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